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HOW TO WRITE ATTENTION-GRABBING
EMAIL SUBJECT LINES

With so many emails circulating in the cyber-world these days, it's easy
for those you send to your subscribers to be missed. That is, unless you craft
an attention-grabbing email subject line that demands to be read.

So how exactly do you do that? 

Thankfully, it's not difficult. Follow these suggestions and your emails will grab your
subscribers' attention straight away.

The sole purpose of the subject line is to get people to open the email. That's all. You don't 
need to do anything else here, so don't try to give additional details.

Your subject line needs to be attention-grabbing enough to make your subscribers see it and 
think, “Ooh, I have to find out more.”

Then they'll open the email, and the subject line's job is done. Now it's up to the email content 
to do its job and meet whatever your email goal is. 

Know Your Goal:

Including a sense of urgency or scarcity in your subject line is good as it encourages readers to 
open the email and read it NOW. If there's no urgency, it can be easy to decide to come back 
to this later. When that happens, it's almost always forgotten about. 

So give a reason for readers to act now. It could be that your content is time-sensitive or 
there's a limited number available. However, sometimes simply including the word “Now” in 
your subject line is enough to convey urgency. 

A word of caution here though… make sure that you are giving accurate and relevant informa-
tion. Don't ever give false-promises or imply that something is limited when it isn't.

Don't use this for every email, but when used now and then as appropriate you'll find your 
emails are getting opened more.

Sense of Urgency:
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HOW TO WRITE ATTENTION-GRABBING
EMAIL SUBJECT LINES

Curiosity is something we can't resist. Even if you're not that interested in
the subject, if it invokes curiosity, it's amazing how compelled we are to find out more. 

So use this in your email subject lines. Hint as to what's in the email, but don't actually tell 
subscribers too much. We want them to open the email, then they can get all the details. 

A good way to use curiosity is to ask a question that your subscribers will need to read the 
email to find the answer for.

Some examples of this are:

• Have you seen this new feature?
• What happens when you register? 
• Facebook ads not converting? Download this…

Invoke Curiosity:

Most email programs cut off the end of the subject line and for anyone reading their emails on 
their mobile device – which is more than half of your subscribers – they can see even less of 
the subject line.

So it's important to keep your subject line short – less than 50 characters if possible.  

In addition, statistics show that emails with 6-10 words in the subject line get opened more 
than any other variations. 

Because the amount of text shown in an email subject line is going to be different from one 
account to another, you won't know exactly how much is going to show. However, focus on 
putting your most important words at the beginning where possible so they're more likely to 
be seen.

Length Matters:

Research shows that including some personalisation in your email subject line, as well as your 
emails, increases open rates as well as general engagement.

So if you know your subscriber's first name, include that in the subject. Any good autorespond-
er program will be able to handle this sort of personalisation easily. 

You can also include other personalised fields when they're relevant and you have the data. 
For example, you could refer to your subscriber's location. 

Personalisation:
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I recently heard of a company that manufactures pet products and
during the subscription process, they ask questions about the pet – its breed,
gender and name. Then, when they send their email newsletters, they address them to the pet, 
by name, and sometimes include its name within the email subject line. 

Is this likely to stand out amongst the 100s of general ho-hum email subject lines in their subscrib-
er's inbox? Absolutely!

You don't need to include personalisation in the subject line of EVERY email you send, but use 
it regularly and you'll start to see the improvement this makes in how many of your emails are 
opened.

HOW TO WRITE ATTENTION-GRABBING
EMAIL SUBJECT LINES

People like to feel important so where possible, find ways to let your subscribers know that 
you value and appreciate them. 

This can be easily conveyed in your subject lines simply by including words such as VIP, cus-
tomers only, early bird, hand-picked just for you.

When your subscribers see that in the subject line, they feel good already and are more likely 
to open the email. 

Make People Feel Important:

Research has shown that email subject lines that include numbers often have a higher open 
rate than email subject lines that don't include numbers. 

This is more so the case when those numbers are specific or unusual numbers. 

For example, based on prior tests, you would probably find the subject line of “How this 
single-Mum earned $32,124.37 in just 3 hours working from her dining table” would work better 
than “How this single-Mum earned over $32,000 in just 3 hours working from her dining table”. 

Yes, they both contain numbers. But the first example contains a specific number that stands 
out and may also be more believable.

Include Numbers:
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HOW TO WRITE ATTENTION-GRABBING
EMAIL SUBJECT LINES

There's a few things to remember when it comes to using punctuation in your
email subject lines. 

Firstly, NEVER USE ALL CAPITAL LETTERS IN YOUR EMAIL SUBJECT LINES.

Generally, using all capitals equates to yelling. Sure, there may be times when you're excited 
and you may want to shout out. But don't. Please. 

It is okay, however, to use all capitals for a word or two, such as in the following examples:

• [VIDEO] 3 Critical tools every business needs
• MEMBERS ONLY – Brand new Facebook ad training
• Download your EXCLUSIVE gift now

Another type of punctuation to use cautiously is exclamation marks. One exclamation mark 
gets your point across! Multiple exclamation marks just looks spammy!!! Often that can be 
exactly where your !!!!-filled email ends up … in the spam folder!!

A final note on punctuation – NEVER use both a question mark AND an exclamation mark in 
the same subject line. This can often trigger spam filters and may send your email to your 
subscriber's spam folder or may see it blocked from their inbox altogether. 

Punctuation:

One of the most important things you can do to help you write attention-grabbing subject 
lines is to test regularly. Keep track of the subject lines you use for every email you send to 
your subscribers, along with data about the results from that email. 

Over time, you'll have some very clear data on what sort of subject lines work best for your 
market. Then once you know this data, you can do more of what works and less of what 
doesn't.

The most important thing to remember is that an effective subject line can be the difference 
between whether or not someone opens your emails. Every email that is opened by your 
subscribers is one more step towards building rapport and trust with them, and in turn affect-
ing your bottom line. 

So make a commitment from this moment forth to pay more attention to the subject lines that 
you write.

Keep on Testing:
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The secret of getting [results]
A little mistake that cost a [target market] [cost] a year
Advice to [target market] who want [results]
Hi [Name], [question]?
Do you suffer from [problem] at [occasion]?
Welcome to [Brand/Name]!
Who ever heard of [target market] having [results] without [objection]
How I improved… [problem] without [objection] in just [time]
Discover the [benefits] you get with [results]
Idea for [topic the prospect cares about]
Proven: The most effective way to get [results]
How a [something perceived as bad] resulted in [results] and [benefits]
Do you suffer from [problem]?
Do you have these symptoms of [problem]
So nice to meet you, [Prospect]!
Guaranteed to [results] without [objection]
Feeling [insert emotion]? Let me help
How a new [product] solved my [problem] in just [time]
Which type of [target market] are you? Is it stopping you get [results]?
Does your [problem] ever embarrass you?
To people who want [results] but don’t know where to start
How much is [problem] really costing you?
The right way to solve [problem]
 [#] lessons [I/we] learned by [action you took]
How [type of person] did [action they took]
Are other [target market] secretly overtaking you?
Here’s why we [something remarkable]
[#] proven ways to get [results] and [benefits]
My Big [Topic] Mistake
Are you ready to have [results] in just [time]?
How we [result] in [timeframe]
How I got [results] by making this unusual mistake
Why some [target market] always have / get [results]
You can laugh about [problem] if you follow this simple plan
How To [Achieve Desired Result]
What [industry experts] do when faced with [problem]
Do THIS [benefit]
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Avoid These [#] [Topic] [Pitfalls/Mistakes]
Why [target market] are raving about this [product]
For just [cost] a day you can have [results] and [benefits] in [time]
The Art Of [Topic]
To [target market] who want [results] by [time]
This new [product] will get you [benefits] galore
It’s not right that you don’t have [results] when so many [target market] do
Can’t believe how much you’ll love this [product]
The secrets of [target markets] that always get [results]
What the [industry] experts don’t want you to know about solving [problem]
Last call: [Name Of Product] closes in [#] hours
Fix Your [Problem] Now!
Have you tried [Product/Service/Brand/Location]?
Try Out [Product] For Yourself
[Flash Sale] [Name of Product] [Discount]
[#] Tips/tricks/ideas for [common pain point]
How much do you know about [Topic/Brand/Product/Service]?
Quick Announcement: [Topic] is here
[Name], we just added [Product/Service/Tip] that you might enjoy
Don’t wait: Get [deal] off your [Product/Service/Order]
Proof that [Product] works
[Name]’s year in review
Don’t buy [Product Name] until you read this
The newest [Product/Service] is here
The DEATH of [Topic]
We want to hear from you [Name]
Introducing [Product/Brand/Service]…
[Competitor/Brand/Product} alternatives you’ll love
Imagine [desired result]?
Got time to talk [Name]?
Save [discount] [items] this [season]!
The most surprising [Product] features you aren’t using
The REAL reason [undesirable outcome relevant to audience]
[Number] people can’t be wrong
The top [#] reasons [undesirable outcome] and how to avoid them
Use THIS [thing]
[#]% off [targeted product] this weekend
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A better way to [achieve goal]
[Call-out]: save [#]% when you [desirable action] – ends in [time]
The TRUTH about [Topic/Person]
What can you afford [Name]?
The problem with [insert problem]
Hurry – sale ends at [deadline]
Can I help with [topic/problem]?
Last chance to get [offer] – [time] to go!
Idea to help solve [problem]
[Name], quick question…?
[Name], meet [Your New Product/Feature]
Hey [Name], talk to me about [subject]?
Will you reach your [goal]?
Fix your [pain point] problem in [#] days
[Topic] got you [emotion]? Can I help?
Do you have [#] seconds?
[Company/Name] rocks!
[Name], I’d love to chat about [topic]
[#] days/hours left
We still on for [date/time]?
[#] things you should know
Can you keep a secret [Name]?
[#] ways to [experience growth] with [Product]
Leave [pain point] behind for good
I forgot to mention [topic]
One more thing about [topic]
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